
Run No: 2108 

Date: 24-Feb-2019 

Venue: The Mad Cat Inn, High Street, Pidley, PE28 3BX 

Hares:  Haven`t Got One &  
Scribe: Little Blow 

  

An eventful Sunday with the best weather CH3 has on offer, a truly stunning 
sunny day, thanks to Kermit for his sundancing, it paid off.  

 

Forest Dump and Spicey Bear tried re-arranging the car park 
on entry but escaped only with loss of a number-plate, 
thankfully no hashers or hash-dogs were injured in the 
manoeuvre, better luck next time. 

 

The trail was expertly laid by Haven`t Got One, ably assisted 
by his entourage, Czech Her Out, JustOrion and JustOrson 
(Family Stroud). They worked hard to make it personal, as it 
was from Mad Cat Inn and featured Stroud Hill, well done Stroud team, not sure anyone 

can do better (but it is early in the year yet).  

 

 

 

 

Mountain rescue was on hand for any incidentals, which thankfully was not required, 
although a hill (mountain to some far too used to Cambridge terrain) was indeed 
scaled. 

Excellent legwear celebrating the sun displayed by Debonaire and JustJosephine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Now for mid-write up apologies: I don’t generally see much running.  

This trail was no exception.  

I saw many hashers, the majority of which were walkers who just about managed the 
mountainous territory without requiring Pidley’s Rescue Services.  

My exceptions on runner contact started with 
Wai Wai who disappeared into the distance 
over Stroud Hill front ‘running’ the walkers 
trail.  

 

She and Blowback were found by Klinger later 
to be wearing offensive merchandise, which amazingly, SlapHead 
was not held accountable for.  

 

There was some confusion over the actual winners of the rugby the day before, 
Klinger set Blowback and Wai Wai right,  

Only Me managed to accidentally shortcut the trail, but I am reliably informed 
there were other runners, somewhere out there and no mountain rescuing was 
required…. Although Lady Slipstream was recognised for her inspiration while 
passing the golf course to run in the opposite direction. 

The mismanagement Kermit, Big Leg and Antar were busy congratulating 
themselves, forgetting who was the Grandest Mattress of all (although 
thankfully Antar left the outfit and wig at home, what a blessing for some), and 
passing each other down downs for something (the weather, again?) Dave the 
Rave and Paparazzi also fell for a bit of nepotism, to join the club, or something. 

 

 

 

             

 

 

 



On such a truly magnificent day it was fitting there were some impressive CH3 milestones to celebrate, in no 
particular order of priority of no doubt exceptional debauchery, athletic prowess and well, some amazing 
stamina: 

Lightning on achieving 900 runs 

The Earl for achieving 600 runs 

Haven’t Got One joined by U-Bend for 400 runs 

Thanks to all for a memorable and exceptional Sunday. 

On On! 

 

 

 

 

 


